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EW-MMARY
An anal:ticai treatment of’the problem of determining the
distri~Llti~nof reaction forces ~~ ml,zltipleplain bearings Sup-
porting a shaft subfiectedto rotating loads is presented. The treat-
ment differs from others in commn use in that account is taken of
the hydrodynamic effect of the 011 film between the Journals and the
* bearings. A relation is expressed between the eccentric running
pos:tion of a journal within its bearing and the load hydraulically
supported by this bearing; this rdation, together with the conditions
*- of dasttcity for the shaft ati the bearing supportsj provides a 81f-
f’ic~.entnumber of equations for am analytical determination of the
reactions at each bearing of a multiple-bearing system.
An investigation conducted on a straight shaft o~erating in a
sav~n-bearing crankcase of an aircraft engine is presented to show
the importance of the hydrodynamic effect of the oil film. Results
~ndicate& that tke hydrod:mamlc effect should be considered in
yroblcms involving the distribution of bearing reactions.
INTRODUCTION
A knowkdge af the Ustribution of
of a dynamically loaded shaft sup-ported
bearil~s is of importance in the desi&n
starximd design practice of calculating
reactions among the bearings
at three or more plain Journal
of shafts and bearings. The
the bearing loads in in-line
aircraft engines develogod by Ceminez and Iseler in 1923 assumes that
a load applied between two beari~s produces equal reactions at these
two bearings and that no reactions are present at remcte bearings.
Refinements am often considered that take into accoumt the elasticity
of the crankshaft and crankcase (references,1 to 3); in re:erence 4
consideration is given to the mechanical effect of clearance between
the jcnu’nalsand the bearin@. Another factor that has not been
ccumidereilis the hydrodynamic factor resulting from the pr~sence
of an oil film between the journais and the bearings. This factor
may cmsidcrably ~ffect the bearing-load distribution.
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A journal floatf.ngin a plaln beqring is suypotied by the
hydraulic premnme of the oil film in the space betweeu the Journal
a~~dt~l~bearing. TheIposition that the $Jurnal asmmes in the bearing
is dependent, auong other factors, on the load carried by the bearing
and on the hydrodynamic Properties of the oil film. A set of inter-
relations therefore results anmng the properties of the 011 films in
the various bearings and the loads carried by the bear:ngs. The baring
Loads ma)-be dete~mined from equations expressing these rdatlons.
An elementary solution of the problem of a shaft supported on
seven bearings and loaded between any two of theoe hearings is presented.
The solution is elemnrkary in that ideal properties are assumed for the
elastic properties of the ehaft and bearing systems and for the hydro-
dynamic proi~rties of the oil film. IIurthermore,a linear relation is
assumed between the bearing load and the eccent.ri.crunnhg position of
the journal in the bearing, a condition that Is umre likely to be present
under light loading of the shaft than under the heavy loading ordinarily
encountered: for example, in in-line aircraft e~ines. The method does, *
however, show the approach that can be made towards the s~lution of the ~
problem and it also emphasizes the importance of such variables as
clearance over which the designer has some control ar.dh-hmeby th~ .
kearin~-load distribution may be controlled.
The results of an expe~imcntal yrogram undertaken to test the
validity of the analysis are also reported. In this program, rotatiw
loads were applied to a straight shaft and to a crankshaft supported in
a conventional aircraft-engine seven-bearing crankcase. The _!.oad
cari-iedby each of the bearings was measured by wire-resistance strnin
gages so mounted in the bearings as to indicate the hydxaulic pressln%
in the oil film carrying the load. This investigation shows the
importance of the hydrodynamic effect of the oil film and the discrq-
ancy that can exist between the conventionally calculated and the
meamrod bearing loads.
TREATMENT OF PROBLEM OF MAIN H?ARINGLOADS ONBASIS OF
EYDRODYN.AMICTHEORY OF L~RICATION
It has been established by the hydrdynarnic theory of lubrication
(reference 5, pp. 106-125) that a leaded jo~l floats eccentrically
within thq oil film in the clearanco space between tho Journal and the
bearing and that the amount and the direction of the eccentricity are
dependent, among other factors, on the load. For a Journal bexring
without end leakage, the relation is given by equation (81] of
reference 5 (p. 113)
P
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wher13
P load, po-.mds
P Tfscot3ftyof lubricating oil, xeyns
3
(1)
u peripheral velocity of journal, inches per S6c0nd
L length cf bearing (dimension parallel to bearing axis), inches
~ radius of beering, inches
c radial cleamnce bet+men journal and bearing, inches
CD dimensionless loailfactor deFendent upon e/c? as shown in
. Figure 1
e eccentricity of.jow’nal (dietarncebetween centers of journal
and bearing), inches
For noderate values of’ e/c (le~s than 0.75), Cp is agproximateiy I
pl?CpOZ’tiOIlaitO e/c; tn this case equation (1) reduces to
e =M? (2)
where
k constant
For a bearing
dependent upon value of Cp
cf infinite axial length, the directions of the loai- P
and of the eccentricity e are at r:tit angles, as shcwn iq fig-
ure 2(a). When both the load and the eccentricity are resolved into
X and Y components, it is seen that
ey =
~x (3)
ex = -Wy
The X comyonent of load is pro.~rtional to the Y component of
eccentricity; the Y component of load is negatively Proportional
to the X courponentof eccentricity.
4In consideration of practical
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bearings of short axial le~tih,
equation (1) may be expressed as
kjp = * ~p (4)
The coefficient
of the effective
(one-half of the
u
k’ i.8greater than unity and depends upon the patio
length in the dfrection of motion of the bearing
bearing circumference)to the axial lengbh of tho
bearing. (See reference 5, p. 175.) The greater the ratio, the
lerger will be the coefficient. In addition, as the bearing length L
becomes less, the direction of occentri.city e approaches the direction
of load P until the direction of eccentricity is nearly coincident
with t-hatof the load. Th~s concept is presented in figure 2(b).
Actually, the coincidence of these direottons canbe accomplished
only by increasing e/c to high values at which P ?.snot exactly
proportional to e. For this simplified consideration, however, the
proportionality relation may be expressed by
‘x
. mx (5)
whero K is a proportionality factor. Equation (5) ~tates that the
$ournal assumes an eccentric pcsition in the bearing and that the
eccentricity is in tinedirection of the load and proportional to it.
The proportionality factor K is greater than the factor k of
equation (3).
Application of Theory
An unloaded rotating shaft will float concentricallywithin the
beartngs, supported by an oil film of uniform thickness in each
3earing. As load is applied, the shaft assures a position of eccen-
tricity with regard to the bearing. !lhiseccentricity may occur
because of shaft or’bearing displacement. ActualVy, because both
shaft and bearing frame (in this analysis, a straight dmft and
seven bearinge) are assumed to have elasticity, botint~es af dis-
placement may occur. Running eccentricity may be considered to be
the difference bstweon the displacement of the journal and that of
its sup~rti~ bearing. At any hearing therefore
.
.
-,
.
‘n = an - 5n, = mn (6)
#-
l
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where
% runni~ eccentricity, inches
% &isplacement of Journal, inches
an 1 displacement of bearing, inches
~x reaction at bearing n when shatt is loaded, ponnds
i-l number indicating locaticn in arbitrary systam oi’numbering
bea~ings with refeuence to bearing fram
5
The displamnents of the shaft at the locations of the various
bearinge azzefirst considered. TWO types of displacement am
:>oasible: rigid-body and.shaft-bending deflection displacements.
Figxre 3 shows the sketches used in the ardysis; the horizontal
ilne indicates the mceition that the center line of the unloaded
shaft or bearing fuame would assure; the curved line shows the center
line the.tthe shaft or frame %nuld have when deflected by load; the
?asheu.line indicates the change in position that would occur if
the shaft was tiisylacedin the beutng& withcut betiing. In fig-
ure 3(a), the displacements of the shaft from the central position
at bearings 2 and 7 are taken as 51 and.57, respectively, for
an extexnal km.d p apFl%d between beari~s 6 and 7. lf the
shaft were perfectly rigid, there would be a displacement at
every Jov..rnalas chown by the dashed line in figure 3(a). For
example, at the lcsati n of bearing 2 there would be a rigid-body
Jisjjlacenantof 151+6(~7-bl). In addition, there is the
disnlacernentof the journal at bearing 2 resulting from the bending
~yo&ced by the Zoad p and the bearing reactions X2, x3, . l .
?.t~ach of the hearings. The total displacement of the shaft at the
location of bearing 2 is
62 = al ++ (57 - al)
- d2,2x2 - d3,2X3 - d4,2X4 - d5,2X5
- d~,2X~ + dp,2 p
where
‘%,2 simple bending deflection of shaft at bearing 2 caused by
unit reaction load at bearing n
%,2 simple bending deflectionof shaft at b.aring2 causedby
a~plied load between beerings 6 and 7
(7)
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The deflections of the bearing frame at the locations Gf the various
bearings are next considered. The beaz-”ingfmme is assumed fixed at
two supports (at bearinga 1 anti7) and thtjonly loads ap@ied to it
are the loads at the bearings. Displacewmts consist onlY of simple
benting deflections; for bea~’ing2 tha deflection is giver.by
%’ = d2,2’X2 + d3,2’X3 + d4)2’X4 + d5,2’X5 + i@’X6 (~)
where
%,2’ sjmple
unit
When equation
~ - ~’ = 51++ (57 - 51) + ~,2p - (d2,2 + d2,2’) X2
- (d3,2 + d3,2’) X3 - (d4.,2+d4,~’) X4 - (d5,2 + d5,2’) %
- (fi6,2+ d6,2’) X (9)
The eccentricity is proportional to the load and from equation (6)
bending deflection of frame at bearing 2 caused by a
reaction load at bearing n
(8) is subtracted from equation (7)
Zn,q s~ of simple bending deflection of shaft at bearing 2 caused
by :mit reaction load at bearing n and simFlc bendi~
iieflectionof frame at bearing 2 caused by unit reaction
load at bearing n
equation (9) reduces to
‘~5,2~ ‘Z6,2X6 (13)
.
.
w
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A first approximation of the bending deflections ~d2,2) d2,2!,
d-s,~>. . . can be obtained if the shaft is assumed to b6 a uniform
beam cf rig:dity E~I1 and the bearing fl’amea uniform beaa of rigidity
E2Q , where E represents the nmdulus of
monenc of inei-tia, By uee of the notation
ot Yeference 6 (pp. 168-169))
where
elasticity and I the
of figure 3(b) (gee formulas
(10?) (2Z)
(6)(J.2Z)(E111}
100 23
——
9 EII~
(14)
/’”
1
D length of beam, inches
Dz ~istance between left-hand end of beam and load caused only
by deflection, inches
Dr distance between rigi~t-handend of beam and load under con-
ei~eration, inches
2 ono-half of distance between adjacent bearings, inches
S2nib.zzly,for the frame
Km 23dz,zl =——
9 E212
Therefore
(15)
(16)
By following a similar procedure, the remainin$ values of %,2
can be determined. Figv~e 3(c) shows the notation upon which the
deflnitton of the coefficient d- ~ is based.
[ (12’2)2- (2)2 - (22)2] =
*
139 13
——
36 EII1
(17)
8When these values are s~’.bstituted
fractions are eliminated from ths
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into equation (13) and when the
numerical vallles
+ 272x6)
23
)
— (40~2 + 608X3 +
~212
- 30KX1 + 36KX2 - 61Ci7
(23 z~When equation (18) is divided by ~ )—.+ E212,/
624X4 + 496X5
(18)
139
(\
1
-—jj~ l?= 400x2 + 603X3 + 624X4 + 496X5
l+~J
‘272x’ +(:;~x)(-30x’’ 36% ‘m’)
Let
I
I
1
1
I
.
and
where
LO constant dependent on moduli of shaft and
ril stiffness parameter dependent upon nmduli
frame, physical dimensions of shaft and bearirq3frame, and -
dimensional and no~~ensfow quantities given in eqti&tiCn(1)
bearing franc
of shaft and bearir.g
When these values are substituted into equation (19),
139Q = -3G~L+(400* 36ro)X2+606X3 +624X4+496X5+ 2’2X6 ‘6~7 (.7J}
.
.
il
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The eqnations for the d~.splacementsat the rema?.ningintermediate
bearin~ locations 3 to 6 are determined by a similar prccedure. Tn
order to obtain t~e additional equations require~ for simultaneo:m
solution, an equaticn for static equilibrium is written l
P =X1+X2+X3+X4+X5+ X~-I-X~ (21)
and in addition a moment equation is set up by taking moments about
the location of bearing 1. (8ee figure 3(a).)
llp = 2X2 + 4X3 + 6X4 + ~~ + iOx6 + 1.2X7 (22)
The beari~qs are assumed to be spaced equally and to be s~m-
metrical with respect to the center main bearing. It is therefore
necessary to consider only the successive applications of load
between bearings 6 and 7, 5 ati 6, ad ~a~ 5. The eg~atio~ for
the corresponding lccations of applied lead between bearings 1 and 2,
2 ad 3, and 3 and 4 are in the same form.
The follow:.ngsummary of the three sets of”simultaneous equations
reqc~.redfor solution of a seven-bearing problem completely defines
the hydrodynamic analysis:
For a load between bearings 6 and 7
P =X2+X2+X3+X4+X5+ ~+x~
Up = 2X2 -1-4X3 + 6X4 + flx~+ 10X6 + 12X7
13YWQ = -301DX1+ (400 + 36m)X2 + 608X3 + 62434 + 496X5
+ 2’72X6- 6EiX7
127(L)p= -12til + 304X2 + (512 + 18m)X3 + 552X4 + 448X5
+ 2d8x6 - -7
lo7wp =
-6@C1 + 20b~ + 368X3 + (432 + 12u)X4 + 363X5
+ 208x6 - 6ti.7
1583YP= -6mX1 + 248X2 + 448X3 -I-552X4 + (512 + U3m)X5
+ 304X6 - 12mX7
(21)
(22)
(20}
(23)
(24)
(25)
.
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21%:y =
-6mX1 + 2-72X2+ 496,X3+ 62M14 + 608X5
+ (400 + 36m)x6 - 3omx7
For a load between bearings 5 and 6
P =X2+X2+X3 +X4+X5+%+X7
9p = 2X2 + 4X3 -f-6X4 + 8X5 + 10x6 + 12X7
393wp =
-30mx1 + (400 + 36n)X2 + 60SX3 + 624X4 + 496X5
+ 272x6 - 6mX7
357Q.)p= -12niX1+ 30~y2 + (512 + 18m)X5 + 552X4 -t449x5
+ 248X6 - 6mx7
297(uP= -6mX1 + 208X2 + 36EK3 + (432 + 12m)X4 + 368X5
+ 208x6 - 6mX7
k26(_@=
-6mX1 + 248X2 + 448X3 + 552x4 + (5U + 1*)%
+ 304x6 - ~2mx7
531&l?J= -6mX1 + 272X2 + 496X3 + 624X4 + 608X5
+ (400 + 56m)x6 - 30mx7
For a load between bearings 4 and 5
P =xl+x2+x3+x4+x5 +x6+X7
7P = 2X2 + 4X3 + 6X4 + tiX5+ 10x6 + 12X7
575top= -30mx1 + (400 + 36m)X2 + 608X3 + 624X4 + 496X5
+ 272x6 - 6niX7
515Qlp= -12mX1 i-304X2 + (512 + 18m)X3 + 552X4 + 44=5
+248X6 - 6@Z7
1280
(26)
(21)
, (27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(21)
(33)
(34)
(35)
.
.
.
.
.
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41* = -6m1
55X*.Q= -6niX1
11
+ 208~ + 36813 + (432 + 12m)X4 + 36~X5
+ 208X6 - 6ti7 (3E)
+ 248X2 + 448X3 + 552X4 + (512 + 18m)X5
637Up = -6ziE1-t2?2~ + 496X5 + 624.X4+ 608X5
+ (400 + 36r0)x6- 30mx7 (38)
Tn order to obtain a complete solution of these equations, it
would be necessary to coneider all ~ssible values of u and m,
InsWctim of the equations shovs that, for a given value of’ m,
all rsactions are linear functions of m. Solutions therefcre can
be obtained for U = 1 (a completely rigtd frame) and for @ = O
(yerfectly flexi,bleframe), and a linear interpolation can be made
tetween tliesesolutions for any other value of u. F@ures 4 to 6
show the reactions for the case (.o= 1 at each of the bearings for
ioads applied between any two bearings.
Limitations of Theory
‘l’helimitations of the theory should be considered in order to
ev.zluatetha extenh to which the results can be considered quantf-
tative,
Equation (1) is based on the analfiical hydrodynamic theoty of
lubrication: which assumes a complete and uniform oil film and other
ideal conditions not ordinarily realized in practice. ‘Thesolution
proceeding froriIthis equation makes the tacit assumption that the “
viscos~ty is nni:orm within a given beari~ and among all bearings.
This assumption is open to question because the oil in the bearings “
t~ki~ the highest loads iS heated more, which reduces its viscosity.
:$1s0, the clearance is assumed constant among all bearings. In
yn?acticethe clearances are different for all b9~ings, which ~lst
have an important effect m the result because c enters as a
squared term in equation (1) and actually exists as a hidden cube
term in the factor K of equation (5). The le@h is ~so ass~ed
cmstant for all bearings, which is not necessarily the case in all
pracbical applications.
.
.
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.
Another serious limitation Is the.assumytfon of equation (5)
that the Journal.assumes an eccentric position in the bearing and
that the eccentricity is !n the direction of the load and proportion&1
to it. Within the linear portion of the curve of figure 1, equation (3)
would probskly be more valid. A solut~on based on equation (3) that
involves consideration of reactions at right angles to the applied
load and results in 14 eql~tions and 14 unlmwne has also been obtained.
The results for reaction forces in the plane of’the etiternalloads are
substantially the same as those determined from the seven-equation
solition that is presented, A more serious discrepancy occurs, however,
because operation is usually in the region of large values of e/c, for
which the curve is not linear.
An additional source of error lies in the calculation of the deflec-
tion numbers by the uee of equations [J.4)and (15). In order to attach
numerical significance to these coefficients, it is necessary to assume
that both the bearing frame and.the shaft could be replaced by t?quiva-
lent uniform beam6, The assmpt~.on is: of course, open to question. .
In view of the foregoing limitations, it is evident that the
theory should be considered for its qualitative indications rather
than for its quantitative concluslow, Ite most significant contri-
bution is the indication of the importance of the oil film on load
distribution and of the variables that affect the solution. Equation (1)
shows, for example, the importance of amunt of clearance. 1% aFpears
that the distribution of bearing loads can be affected by the relattve
clearances among bearings. It may, in fact, be des~rable to control
the loads by the proper proportioning of the clearance.
E2ZMNMENTAL METHOIE AND EQUIPMINT
A schematic diagram showing the arrangement of the principal
parts of’the test equipment and a sketch of a modified bearing are
presented in fj.gure7. A crankcase without cylinder blocks from a
12-cylinder aircraft engine was used as a seven-bearing freme for a ‘
straight hollow shaft and for a conventional crankshaft. A diagram
of the test setup is shown in figure 7(a). Loads were centrifugally
applied to the straight shaft by means of unbalanced weights that
could be attached at any desir~d location. Power for rctation of the
shaft was obtained from an electric motor through a variable-speed
changer.
Qualitative measurements of bearing reactions were made by the
use of wire-resistance strain geggesone-sixteenth inch in length. As
shown in figure 7(b), two strain gages were moated in the centers of
.
\
W
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circular recesses in the back of.each bearing shell at top-center
posttion, equidistant between the center cf the oil-distribution
groove and the outer edges of the bearing surface, The strain
gages consist of filaments of very fine resistance wire wOuna on
thin forms of nonconducting material. When mounted upon a test
nembsr, these gages are insuiated from the surface of’the member
by a thin coating of smthetic resin, which also bonds the gages
to the surface. The strain that is produced in the test part by
applications of load causes a similar strain in the gage wire with.
a resuitant resistar.cechange. ThZs change in electrical resistance,
when suitably interpreted, indicates the magnitude of strain in the
Tart at the location of the gage, The flat surfaces of the circular
recesses in the backs of the bearings were considered to form thick
3i~~hragms; the hydraulic pressure within the oil film was considered
a load. The maximum strain occurs at the center of a loaded diaphragm;
therefore, the loads imposed by the hydraulic pressures within the oil
iilm would cause resistance changes in the strain gages. Strain-gage
signals were recorded on an oscillograph. The angular position of
the unbalanced weight with reference to strain-gage signals was indi-
cs,~edby a t’imingmark recorded upon the oscillograph film shulta-
ueously with the gage signals.
The shaft speed was 2000 rpm under the following conditions:
1. An unbalanced weight was placed successively between each
pair of adjacent bearings.
2. Four unbalanced.weights were so placed between bearings
that two were attached to the shaft 180° from the others. Those
weights that would exert centrifugal forces in the same direction
were locatsd equidistant from the center main bearing. The three
possible combinations were all balanced system.
Similar runs were also made using a conventional crankshaft
in place of tho straight hollow sha:t. The results’obtained were “
essentially similar to those for the straight shaft.
The test results are summarized in figures 8 and 9. The
applied external loads are indicated by solid discontinuous
vectors and the amplitude of the observed strain-gage signals
by dashed vectors,
I
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The amplitudes of the oscillograph records were ueed
of the relative magnitudes of the bearing reaction forces
loads were applied. The ?mgnitudea of the output signals
.
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a~ a crtterion
when external
are only of
gllalftatfveVSJ-UG becj~~seit was found that increase Of s@nal, was not
“Llr.earwjtilthe squsre of the speed. Xt is probable thah di~to.%ions
Y.nTke shaft and the bearing frame together with the fidistribution
of uii prossurc in the beari~s were responsible for the noniinear
relation between load and peak 011 pressure immediately over the
dfaphragm on which a strain @ge was mounted. Although the qualita-
tive nature of these data limits their value jnsc~faras magnitudes
of reactions are considered, the existence of the reactions and thetr
directions are clearly sho~m by the expmiments. S3m12ar re~ults
were obtained in the runs in which a conver.tiomil.crankshaft was used
in place of the hollow straight shaft.
For comparison betwean the tes: .result.spresented h figure 9
for a force ap~)l.iedsuccessively b~~weeriadJacent bearings and the
aialytj.calpredictions for a rigid crankcase given tn figures 4 to 6,
a value of the stiffness par~etor m approximately equal to 2 will
be assumed. The qualitative test data of fi~re ~(a) fcr a load
between bearings 1 and 2 shcws reactions at bearings l! 2, and 3,
all in the same direction, opposed to the load. The pred~cted values
of figure 4 agree insofar ae number and direction of rt?actlonsare
considered. Reactions predicted by the analytical method for other
bearings are negligible.
Figure 8(c), which Fresents the distribution of reaction forces
for a load between bearil@ 2 and 3, shows that reactfons were observed
in bearings 2, 3, and 4, all in the same direction, opposed to the
applied force. The predicted values in figure 5 d~ not exactly agree
with this information. Acmrding to the analysis, reaction forces
should appear in bearings 1~ 2, 3$ and 4, all opposed tc the applied
force, although the pred~ctod value for bearing 1 is of small ~nitude.
Reactions in other bearings were negligible.
A discrepancy exists between experimental and pred~cted results
for a load applied between bearings 3 and 4 (fig. 8(e). The predicted
valnes of figure 6 indioate reactions for bearings 2, 3, 42 ant 5,
whereas only bearings 3, 4, and 5 were affected in t}.etests.
Fredicted and observed reactions agree, however, in direction; all
were opposed to the load.
According to the ~rlnciple of su-perposfl.ticnordinarily ay@icd
when elasticity alone is considered, it would be cxrpcctedthat the
bearing reactions produced by sevel~alexternal loads actii~ in
combi~tion would 3e equal to the sum of the bearing reactions
I
*
.
.
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individually produced by tke lea@ acting alone. In the region of
operatton in which the load is proportional to the running eccentricity
(equatton (5)), the principle of superposition would hold even when
account is taken of the k@ro@wmrlc effect of the 011 film; above
the region of linearity (the region of relatively high leads in which
the curved portion cf fig. 1 holds), the principle of auprpositicn
does not nece&sarily apply. The effect produced by several loads
acting in combination is not necessarily the sum of the effects
individually produced by the loads acti~ done.
The experimental results of figure 9 show the ncnaddltiveness
of the individual reactions produced by external loads acting in
combination. Superposition of thg zwactions shown in figure 8(a),
(b), (c), and (d) should give the distribution shown in figure 9(a).
Reactions should be almost negligible at beeringa 2, 3, 5, and 6.
F@ure 9(a) indicates, however, that reactions of considerable
magnitude were present at bearings 3 and 5 when the external loads
~’erecombined. The most important disparity between results
pre~icted by the superposition of reaction distributions of
figure 8(a), (b), (e), and (f) and resuits tbt were actually
observed under comkined loading (fig. 9(b)) was the absence of
reaction at beari~s 2 and 6. The error in the prediction of
reaction distribution under complex external loading from reactions
observed when single external loads are applied is further exemplified
In figure 9(c). Bearings 1 and 7 carry loads that would havo been
predicted to OCCLW in bearings 2 and 6. Figure 9 demonstrates the
discrepancy that can exist between the distribution of bearing loads
aa predicted by sim~le design theory and the distribution that
actually does exist under running operation.
SIGNIFX!AIVCEOF RESULTS
The hydrodynamic effect of the oil film between the journals
and the bearings of a shaft SUppGZ’_kd on several plain bearings may
be a factor of considerable importance in the analyses of the loads
produced in the various bearings. An elementary approach to a
conside~ation of this complex factor has b6en presented. “The
impoi’tantvariables are indicated and it is concluded that some
control may be exercised.over the bearing loads by a euitab,lecontrol
over these variables.
A suitable variation of relative clearances among bearings maY
result fn a more equal distribution of loads. ~~ation (1) shows
that the clearance is a very im~rtant variable. Ii?the clearance
.
.
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is small, even a small dis~lacsment of the shaft in the beari~ will
introduce a considerablebeex~$ load, Thus it would apymar that a
slight decreaee of the clear=,ncesia hearinqs 2 and 6 would cause
theso bearingG to carry some of the load, and in Generc.1,that the
bearing loeds can to some extent be controlled by control of the
relative clearances. The precise type of variation that would
i>roducethe most beneficial results would have to be determined by
~dditionnl analyses and ex~wrimentation, In varying the relative
clearances, considerationmud be given to the fact that a ch~e
in cleamnce also affects the load-carrying capacity of a beering
as well as the load, and that the final effect must be such ea to
ncintain a safe load capac~.tyin each bearing.
F’lightPropulsion Research Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Cleveland, Ohio, Februery 20J 1947.
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Figure 1. - Lmd factor for full journal bearing with uniform viscosity
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Figure 3. - Sketches shcwi ng dimensions and symbols usa! in derivation of analysis
i n case of a shaft on seven bearings with load aml ied between bearings 6 and 7.
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C Unbalanced rotating weight G Electric motor
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Figure9. -oualitativ edistribution of observed reaction forcesamn seven
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